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Abstract: Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a promising biomedical imaging tool for 

detecting pathology at a micron scale. In addition to performing structural imaging, other adju-

vant techniques are available with OCT. In particular, polarization-sensitive optical coherence 

tomography (PS-OCT) can be used, either through a single or dual detector approach, to assess 

collagen concentration and organization. In this paper, we compare the ability of single and 

dual detector PS-OCT with respect to catheter bending artifacts. It was found that even severe 

catheter bending resulted in no significant difference in quantitative birefringence measurement 

with the single detector approach. However, when the dual detector approach was examined, 

catheter bending resulted in a highly significant change in backreflection intensity. This paper 

raises questions as to the appropriateness of dual detector PS-OCT for performing catheter and 

endoscope based birefringence assessments.
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Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a promising biomedical imaging tool for 

detecting pathology at a micron scale. It has shown considerable potential as a 

diagnostic technology for a wide range of clinical scenarios. Its micron scale resolution 

is up to 100 times greater than anything available in clinical medicine.1–3 Among its 

additional advantages are its high data acquisition rates, which now exceed 30 frames 

per second. In addition, OCT’s fiber optics-based technology makes the system compact 

and portable, and most importantly integratable into extremely small catheters and 

endoscopes. Therefore, it represents a powerful technology for producing video rate 

assessments near the level of resolution of conventional biopsy.

In addition to performing high-resolution structural imaging, OCT has adjuvant 

capabilities. Among the most important of these is the assessment of tissue birefrin-

gence. Clinically relevant birefringent structures include enamel, dentin, nervous 

tissue, actin myosin complexes, and specifically collagen.4–10 Most importantly, 

polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT) has demonstrated 

the ability to assess collagen organization and concentration. Among the disorders 

where collagen disorganization represents a sign of early pathology are myocardial 

infarction and osteoarthritis.8,9 Previous work has shown that in tissues such as cartilage, 

atherosclerotic arteries, and tendon, where organized collagen is highly birefringent, 

the loss of polarization sensitivity detected by OCT results from the breakdown of 

the collagen architecture.6,11–13
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PS-OCT can be performed through either dual detector 

or single detector approaches. In the dual detector approach 

(DDPS-OCT), the OCT system measures an absolute 

value of polarization at the detector, which is typically 

represented by either a Stokes or Jones vector.1,14–16 Later 

progress in this approach involves complicated polariza-

tion control/modulation and measurement for retrieving 

the birefringence information of the tissue in a fiber-based 

dual-detector system.17,18 Furthermore, by measuring the 

polarization state of the reflection from tissue surface in 

real time, the full birefringence data of the tissue can be 

retrieved with, to some degree, the artifact-reduction induced 

by catheter.19,20 While at first, measuring the absolute return-

ing polarization state seems like the optimal approach, this 

mode of imaging is problematic for several reasons. First, 

the polarization state at the detector in most cases does not 

represent the backreflected polarization state from the tissue. 

This is because changes within the system, such as move-

ment of fibers or temperature, alter the polarization of the 

backreflected signal. As a result, the true polarization state 

must be extrapolated through relatively complex and rarely 

completely effective means. In addition, it is the Muller’s 

matrix that truly represents the tissue polarization altering 

capacity. This is significant because for each OCT image, 

as many as 16 birefringent images need to be analyzed to 

generate a Muller’s matrix of tissue in one B-scan. This 

means the process is extremely time-consuming, complex, 

and not performed in real time. Also, the matrix generated 

is typically difficult to interpret by clinicians, making its 

value of question. This could be particularly problematic 

when the lone detector receiving signal also has a relatively 

low intensity. Another problem is that multiple filters and 

beam splitters are required, as seen in Figure 1, which lead to 

power loss and hinder real-time imaging.

Lastly, and most relevant to this paper, artifacts due to 

catheter bending or compression alter the birefringence of 

returning light, making correlation between tissue back-

reflected light and that at the detector even more difficult. 

Therefore, simply pulling back or bending the catheter can 

lead to fluctuations in the image, although later develop-

ments for this approach suppresses the motion artifacts to 

some degree.19,20

In contrast, single detector PS-OCT (SDPS-OCT) 

measures the change (relative) in the polarization either as 

a function of depth in the tissue or by changing the incident 

polarization state of the light.11–13,21 As shown in previous 

studies, tissue birefringence can be measured directly from 

the image in real time which has been confirmed in vitro. 

Second, birefringence can be measured as a function of 

depth. Third, for tissue with relatively low birefringence, 

the polarization state in the reference arm is rotated at 

constant velocity and time from intensity peak to the next 

is measured as shown. As a result of peak to peak measure-

ments (not using trough data), noise and detector sensitivity 

play a minimal role. Finally, since only relative changes are 

measured in SDPS-OCT,22 artifacts from catheter bending or 

compression are essentially eliminated, which will be experi-

mentally confirmed in this manuscript. Both SDPS-OCT and 

DDPS-OCT uses the same wideband light source, whose 

spectrum bandwidth determines the axial resolution of an 

OCT system. They have an identical resolution. Further 

interests in this regard can be found elsewhere.23–25

The hypothesis of this paper is that polarization artifacts 

secondary to fiber bending are negligible with SDPS-OCT 

as compared with DDPS-OCT. This is particularly relevant 

in view of all the large number of catheter, endoscope, and 

other probe based OCT techniques currently being applied 

to clinical medicine.

Methods
Comparisons between single and dual detector PS-OCT was 

achieved using highly birefringent bovine Achilles’ tendon 

using a LightLabTM OCT system (Westford, MA) The system 

is a time domain OCT with a median wavelength of 1287 nm, 

an axial resolution of 12 µm, total power of 13 mW, and an 

A-scan rate of 3.13 kHz. The system captures images at a 

rate of 10 frames per second (800 × 304, radial × azimuthal). 

The lateral resolution was 25 µm. Images of the same 

location on the tendon were taken in two different modes: 

SDPS-OCT or DDPS-OCT which the LightLabTM system 
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Figure 1 A schematic of the dual detector Ps-OcT system used.  The use of systems 
consisting of detectors A and B allow for measurements of orthogonal states.
Abbreviation: Ps-OcT, polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography.
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has the capabilities of doing both. The schematic for dual 

detector imaging is shown in Figure 1. The dual detector 

imaging was performed such that birefringence is represented 

by blue. The birefringence is calculated as Eq. (1).

 I
B
 = C [log(A/256 + 1) – log(B/256 + 1)] ≈ Clog(A/B) (1)

C is a constant and A and B are the intensity values (16-bit 

numbers) from the orthogonal polarization channels A and 

B. The color is mapped into a red-blue color scale. The item 

A/B is actually the first-order power series of the birefrin-

gence equation,26 where the phase retardance is given as 

arctan (A/B). This approximation presents a simplified and 

rapid measurement with adequate accuracy. The logarithmic 

operation is for the display purpose.

For SDPS-OCT imaging shown in Figure 2, images 

were obtained with and without the polarization state being 

rotated through 180 degrees with polarization controllers in 

the reference arm as previously described.11–13

For meniscal tendon where the polarization state rotates 

rapidly within the tissue resulting in the banding pattern, 

there is no need to alter polarization states in the reference 

arm. The process of rotating polarization in the reference arm 

for low birefringence tissue has been described extensively 

with our previous work. The change in backscattering as the 

paddles are rotated or as a function of depth (as in the case 

with the meniscus) is a measure of birefringence.

Images of the effects of catheter bending were taken in 

single and dual detector mode. The OCT imaging wire with 

a cross sectional diameter of 0.019″ was placed 2 mm away 

at the focal point of the imaging beam from the surface of the 

tendon. First, the catheter was kept straight while imaging. 

Next, to induce constant angled catheter bending, the imaging 

wire was inserted through a plastic sheath (∼15 degrees/in) to 

introduce multiple loops in the fiber, as seen in Figure 3.

The same sheath was used for all measurements. A visible 

light guiding beam was used, as the infrared OCT beam is not 

visible to the naked eye, which could be seen on the tissue and 

the surface marked with microinjections of dye to correlate 

with images. Video streams of the sample were saved in either 

AVI or MPEG format. Still frames from the videos were 

obtained during post-processing and saved in JPEG format.

For SDPS-OCT, the distance from peak to peak of each 

band was measured from six different still frames isolated 

from each video stream. The distances between peaks from 

images taken with a straight catheter and images taken with 

an extensively bent catheter were compared using Student’s 

paired t-test. For all dual detector images, areas of about 

120 pixels × 140 pixels were isolated from random areas in 

the video stream. The same area in each image was analyzed 

with and without catheter bending. Intensity (per pixel) data 

of the region of interest from the images when the catheter 

was bent and the catheter straight was compared using 

Student’s paired t-test and percent change was calculated.

After imaging, the Achilles’ tendon samples were fixed in 

formalin for approximately 24 hours at room temperature fol-

lowed by 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline. The tendon sam-

ples were processed for routine paraffin embedded sectioning. 

Picrosirius staining was used to visualize collagen concen-

tration and organization. Its color, generated in part through 

an interference phenomenon, correlates with collagen type 

and fiber size. Large fibrils (greater than 60nm) are typically 

yellow to red and are generally collagen type I while fibrils 

in the range of 20–40 nm appear green and correlate with 

collagen type III.27, 28 A high-resolution digital microscopy 

system with an Olympus BX-41 Microscope with a Q Color 
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Figure 2 A schematic of the single detector Ps-OcT system used. In this OcT 
system a polarization controller is placed in the reference arm, the advantages of 
which are described in the text.
Abbreviation: Ps-OcT, polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography.

Figure 3 To induce constant angled catheter bending, the imaging wire is inserted 
through a plastic sheath to introduce multiple loops in the fiber. The same sheath 
was used for all measurements.
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3 CCD camera (Olympus America, Melville, NY) was used 

to produce digital photographs of the samples. An Olympus 

polarization filter (model UPOT) was used. The filter position 

was adjusted to the point where the background demonstrated 

no luminosity and the position was confirmed by the absence 

of colorization band artifacts. The capture software was Q 

Capture (Q Imaging Corp., Burnaby, Canada). The histology 

was evaluated for the presence of organized collagen.

Results
Bovine tendon was chosen because of the high concentration 

of well-organized collagen. The picrosirius histology section 

as seen in Figure 4 confirms the presence of highly organized 

collagen type I by the brightness in yellow color.

Images from the comparison between bent and straight 

catheter using SDPS-OCT are seen in Figure 5.

Pairwise Student’s t-test comparison of mean banding dis-

tance between bent vs straight catheter showed no significant 

change in single detector mode (n = 6), as seen in Table 1. 

A mean peak to peak distance of 50 ± 5 µm was measured 

when the catheter was bent and a mean distance of 54 ± 8 µm 

was measured when the catheter was straight.

Images from the comparison between bent and straight 

catheter using DDPS-OCT are seen in Figure 6.

In the dual detector mode as seen in Table 2, the back-

flection intensity changes in a given portion of tissue as the 

catheter is bent. In a paired t-test of the relative difference 

between mean intensities of dual detector images taken when 

the catheter is bent and when the catheter is straight, a highly 

statistically significant distance is noted (p  0.0001). The 

percent change of mean intensity for when the catheter is bent 

and when the catheter is straight was 29.34%. This difference 

in intensities shows that the bending of the catheter could 

indeed lead to the erroneous interpretation of birefringence 

data with the dual detector approach.

Discussion
PS-OCT has significant clinical implications because, for 

example, of its ability to detect the breakdown of collagen 

architecture in highly birefringent tissue. We have demon-

strated through previous work that the detection and analysis 

of collagen breakdown through PS-OCT is an important 

biomarker for the sensitive detection of diseases that take 

place within these birefringent tissues, producing a method 

for monitoring future therapeutic choices.11–13 OCT imaging 

can be performed through imaging catheters less than 0.019″ 

in diameter. This is relevant for imaging procedures that 

monitor conditions such as atherosclerotic plaque progression 

or osteoarthritis development within a tight joint space. As a 

result, polarization artifacts that result from catheter bending 

Figure 4 Bovine tendon was chosen because of the high concentration of well 
organized collagen. This picrosirius histology section confirms the presence of highly 
organized collagen type I by the brightness in yellow color.

Bovine tendon – Single detector

Straight catheterBent catheter

Figure 5 Images from the comparison between bent and straight catheter using 
single detector Ps-OcT. The technique utilizes relative rather than absolute bire-
fringence to overcome many of the limitations of the dual detector approach. In this 
image of highly birefringent tissue, the banding pattern exists where bending of the 
catheter does not significantly alter distance between the bands and bending of the 
catheter. Pairwise student’s t-test comparison of mean banding distance between 
bent vs straight catheter showed no significant change although a slight shifting of 
the banding pattern (ie, no change in measured birefringence) can be seen. The peak 
to peak measurements also avoid the low signal and detector sensitivity issues found 
with DDPs-OcT.
Abbreviation: DDPs-OcT, dual detector polarization-sensitive optical coherence 
tomography.

Table 1 changes in the distance between bands with changes in the 
catheter bending in single detector mode. No significant difference 
was noted between straight and bent catheters

Sample Bent 
(microns)

Straight 
(microns)

Paired 
t-test

1 51.351 50.512 P = 0.07

2 51.737 62.116

3 54.826 55.290

4 50.965 58.020

5 50.965 52.560

6 40.154 50.512

Mean 50 ± 5 54 ± 8  
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or compression are especially significant for determining the 

validity of PS-OCT images.

In this work, we demonstrate the advantage of  SDPS-OCT 

over DDPS-OCT. In single detector mode, birefringence is 

measured relative in the image rather than from an abso-

lute value and quantified by the distance between peaks 

or bands. In highly birefringent tissue, such as with the 

Achilles’ tendon used, the banding is seen with SDPS-OCT. 

The bending and unbending of the catheter used during 

imaging resulted in no significant change in the distance 

between bands produced as a result of the tissue birefringence 

(ie, relative distance between the bands remained constant). 

This allows for constant birefringence measurements. The 

peak to peak measurements also avoid the low signal and 

detector sensitivity issues found with DDPS-OCT.

In the dual detector approach, birefringence is measured 

of the intensity and phase of the two orthogonal states entering 

the detector. When the catheter is bent, the incident light on 

the tissue changes its polarization state and the birefringence 

of light traveling in both directions is altered. As seen with the 

difference in intensities in the images in Figure 6, the bending 

of the catheter could lead to the erroneous interpretation of 

birefringence data with the dual detector approach. Also, it is 

noted that a change in measured phase occurred as exempli-

fied by the reduced intensity even though no actual change in 

tissue birefringence occurred. In a paired t-test of the relative 

difference between mean intensities of dual detector images 

taken when the catheter is bent and when the catheter is 

straight, p  0.0001. This raises the issue of how PS-OCT 

imaging can be performed through catheters and endoscopes 

using a dual detector approach. While some compensatory 

techniques have been applied, they are far from complete and 

often result in a reduction of acquisition rate.29,30

There were several limitations to this study. First, the 

results do not compare moderately or weakly birefringent 

tissue. This will be the subject of future work. Second, only one 

dual detector approach was examined but it was felt that this 

was the more viable for comparison (polarization diversity). 

Future studies may focus on comparisons of SDPS-OCT and 

DDPS-OCT within a variety of different tissue types.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates a superior ability 

of SDPS-OCT for assessing tissue birefringence via catheter 

based imaging compared with DDPS-OCT. This raises the 

important question as to how DDPS-OCT can be easily 

applied to minimally invasive and invasive OCT imaging.
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